ABSTRACT Image encryption is an effective technology to protect digital image confidentiality. This paper presents an image segmentation encryption algorithm based on a hybrid chaotic system. First, a chaotic sequence is obtained by iterating a Quantum Cellular Neural Network (QCNN), and then it is scrambled by a 4-D hyperchaotic system to generate a key pool. Second, the chaotic pointers generated by 3-D chaotic systems and QCNN with different initial values are used to get the keys for image segmentation, scrambling, and diffusion from the key pool. Then, the plain-image is divided into two blocks by the chaotic segmentation method and scrambled by intra-block and inter-block pixel exchange. In addition, two blocks are statically diffused, and the cipher-image is obtained by dynamic diffusing after combining the image blocks. Especially, the key pool increases the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, and chaotic segmentation reduces the cipher-image pixel correlation. Finally, the simulation results and performance analysis indicate that the proposed algorithm has a well-security, high sensitivity, and faster speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the internet, the number of digital images are transmitted over public and shared networks keeps increasing. The security of digital images has become a serious issue which has gained a lot of attention because the private information contained in an image can be intercepted, tampered and destroyed illegally. Image encryption is an effective way to protect the image transmission. Unlike text encryptions, there are some unique characteristics, such as bulk capacities, strong correlations between the adjacent pixels, and high redundancy [1] . Hence, the image encryption is a challenging task.
A lot of encryption schemes have been proposed based on different technologies, such as breadth-first search [2] , edge password [3] , elliptic curve [4] , fractional Fourier transform [5] and chaos [6] - [12] . Among these technologies, chaotic-based schemes are one of the most effective
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encryption methods due to their complexity and non-linearity, high sensitivity of initial conditions and control parameters, non-periodicity and pseudo-randomness [13] . Therefore, since Matthews first proposed the chaotic encryption algorithm in 1989 [14] , many image encryption schemes based on low-dimensional chaos have been developed [15] - [18] . Most existing low-dimensional chaotic schemes have two issues. One is that their dynamic properties may degrade due to the finite precision of computer implementation [19] . Another is low dimensional schemes lead to a smaller key space [19] . Therefore, more attentions have been paid to high-dimensional chaotic schemes for its larger key space, complex and unpredictable nonlinear behavior [20] - [24] , especially the well-security hyper-chaotic image encryption [25] . Most of the existing image encryption schemes are composed of the diffusion stage and the permutation stage [26] . In the permutation stage, the position of image pixels is changed, which makes visual confusion. In the diffusion stage, it is required to extend the influence of a single plain pixel or key to as more cipher pixels as possible VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ to mask the relationships of statistical properties between cipher-images and plain-images. Usually, diffusion and permutation are performed for the whole image. In order to improve permutation effect, the plain-image is firstly divided into several equal blocks in vertical, horizontal, or diagonal directions [27] - [29] , and then pixels exchange between intrablock and inter-block. The rules for the exchange of pixels are controlled by a hyper chaotic system [27] , the cat mapping [28] and the logistic mapping [29] , respectively. The QCNN is one of the hyper-chaotic systems, and it has been constructed with the Quantum Cell Automata (QCA) based on the Schrodinger equation and the Chua's cellular neural network [30] . It can obtain complex linear dynamic characteristics from the polarizability and quantum phase of each QCA [31] . Compared with other chaotic systems, QCNN supports ultra-high integration density, ultra-low power consumption, real-time signal processing and parallel computing [32] . The chaotic properties of QCNN are analyzed in the literature [33] - [35] for more details, especially it can avoid the periodic window problem. Therefore, QCNN is more suitable for image encryption than low-dimensional chaotic schemes [36] . In order to furtherly enhance our algorithm security, a QCNN sequence is used for the plain-image segmentation, and it is different from segmentation [34] - [36] in horizontal/ vertical/diagonal directions. Compared with [34] - [36] , our chaotic segmentation can reduce the correlation among pixels even more. Firstly, a chaotic sequence is generated by a QCNN for iterations several times, and it is regarded as the key pool, so that it avoids multiple iterations to improves the efficiency of key generation. Then a 4-D hyper chaotic index is used to scramble the chaotic sequence to strengthen the key's randomness. The chaotic pointer generated by another QCNN and a 3-D chaotic system is regarded as indexes to get keys for image segmentation, pixel exchange rule, scrambling, and diffusion from the key pool. After image segmentation, blocks are scrambled by pixel exchange rules within the intra-block and inter-block. They are diffused by combining static and dynamic methods. The simulation results and security analysis, such as violent attack detection, differential attack and shear attack, verify the feasibility of the scheme. The performance is tested in terms of pixel correlation, information entropy and encryption speed. From the analysis results, we can see that our scheme has higher encryption efficiency and better security.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the chaotic systems of the proposed algorithm, the chaotic pointer generation, and the chaotic segmentation method. In Section 3, the encryption and decryption algorithm are described in detail. Section 4 analyzes the performance of the proposed algorithm through various statistical and security tests. The conclusion is given in Section 5.
II. PREPARATORY WORK
In this section, we introduce the preparatory work, such as the generation of the quantum chaotic key pool, the function of the chaotic pointer, the method of chaotic image segmentation and so on.
A. TWO CELL QUANTUM NEURAL NETWORK HYPERCHAOTIC SYSTEM Lent [37] proposes the QCA, which can construct a locally coupled QCNN [38] . For a quantum neural network coupled with two cells, the state equation of the chaotic system is presented by
where: p 1 , p 2 is the polarizability; ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 is the quantum phase; ω 01 , ω 03 is the proportional coefficient of the energy between the points in each cell; ω 02 , ω 04 is the weighted influence factor for the difference between the polarizabilities of adjacent cells. When ω 01 = ω 03 = 0.28, ω 02 = 0.7, and ω 04 = 0.3, the system is in a chaotic state. Part of its attractors is shown in (a) (b) (c) (d) of Fig.1 . Dynamic behavior of the QCNN system can be analyzed by calculating the lyapunov exponent λ. When ω 01 = ω 03 = 0.28, ω 02 = 0.7, ω 04 ∈ [0, 1], the lyapunov exponent is shown in Fig.2 . It can be observed that when ω 04 > 0.1, the QCNN has three positive lyapunov exponents, indicating that it is hyperchaotic system.
B. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL HYPERCHAOTIC SYSTEM
The 4-D hyperchaotic system formula is as follows [39] : 4 ] represent the state vector of the system. δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 , δ 5 are system parameters. When δ 1 = 27.5, δ 2 = 3, δ 3 = 19.3, δ 4 = 2.9, δ 5 = 3, the system is hyperchaotic. Lyapunov exponent λ1 = 1.6170, λ2 = 0.1123, λ3 = 0, λ4 = −12.8245. The system has two positive Lyapunov exponents, indicating that it is a hyperchaotic system at this time [40] . Some of its attractors are shown in (a) (b) (c) (d) of Fig.3 .
C. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC SYSTEM
The 3-D chaotic system formula is as follows [41] :
Parameters a, b, and c are real constants, when a = 3, b = 5, and c = 10, the system is chaotic. Lyapunov exponent λ1 = 0.03, λ2 = −0.01 and λ3 = −7.78. There are positive exponents in Lyapunov exponent, so the system has chaotic characteristics. Its attractors are shown in (a) (b) (c) (d) of Fig.4 .
D. QUANTUM CHAOTIC KEY POOL AND CHAOTIC POINTER GENERATION SCHEME
The 4-D hyperchaotic system is used to scramble the sequence generated by the QCNN to obtain the quantum chaotic key pool. Then the 3-D chaotic system and another QCNN are combined together to generate chaotic pointers. The encryption key is selected from the key pool by the chaotic pointer.
1) QUANTUM CHAOTIC KEY POOL
System (1) is iterated t1 times with the initial values p 1 (0), p 2 (0), ϕ 1 (0), ϕ 2 (0). We can get four quantum chaotic sequences Qcn1, Qcn2, Qcn3, Qcn4. Four hyperchaotic sequences are joined from front to back to form a 1-D sequence QC with the length of 4t1. The quantum chaotic key pools QKP0, QKP1 and QKP2 are obtained by
When the image is an 8-bit grayscale image, G = 256. We take x 1 (0), x 2 (0), x 3 (0), x 4 (0) as initial values, iterate the system (2) t1 times, and get four hyperchaotic sequences H 1, H 2, H 2, H 4. The four hyperchaotic sequences are spliced from front to back into a 1-D sequence HC of length 4t1.The hyperchaotic sequence HC1 is used as the index to scramble the quantum chaotic sequence QKP1. obtained by iterating system (1) t1 times. The new chaotic sequences CN 1, CN 2 and CN 3 can be obtained by
The chaotic sequence Sp1 − Sp6 is obtained by QC1, QC2 and QC3 respectively.
where M is the length or width of the image.
Generate chaotic pointers QSp1, QSp2, QSp3, QSp4, QSp5, QSp6, as shown in (9) . The role of chaotic pointers is shown in Fig.6 .
E. QUANTUM CHAOTIC IMAGE SEGMENTATION
The preprocessing operation is performed before the plainimage is encrypted. It is assumed that the size of the plainimage is M × N , and M is an even number. A new quantum chaotic sequence S is selected by the chaotic pointer QSp1 in the key pool QKP0.
where nr is a number less than the length of the quantum chaotic key pool and ensures that there are no duplicates in the mapped Cs. Chaotic Segmentation Sequence Css of image is given by
where
∼ ismember: represents a function to remove duplicate elements. The plain-image is split to obtain image block img1 and image img2 using quantum chaotic image segmentation method. The segmentation process is illustrated in the image block img1, and then the even lines constitute the image block img2.
III. IMAGE ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION SCHEME A. IMAGE ENCRYPTION SCHEME
An image segmentation encryption algorithm based on the hybrid chaotic system is proposed. This algorithm can be used to encrypt the color image and gray image. For a color image, the value of its color component is processed separately, and for a gray image, the gray value is processed. Its block diagram is given in Fig.9 , and the encryption flow chart is presented in Fig.10 .
Step 1: The size of the plain-image is M × N . According to the method in Section II.E. the plain-image is split to img1 and img2.
Step 2: Quantum Control Table QCT is used to control the scrambling mode of the pixels in the quantum exchange table in step 3. The QCT with M /2 × N size is constructed by chaotic matrix CT 1 and CT 2.
1 is the control parameter of the QCT . CT 1 and CT 2 are obtained from the follow:
Step 3: Quantum Exchanging Tables QEXT and QEYT are used to exchange pixels in two image blocks. The QEXT and QEYT are constructed by chaotic matrix XT and YT .
where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M /2, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N . ku 2 is the control parameter of the QEXT . XT and YT are obtained from the following formula:
Step 4: Scrambling image blocks img1 and img2 according to the ''inter-intra-block'' method described below, as shown in Fig 11. According to the value of QCT , there are two modes for scrambling the pixels in the two image blocks img1 and img2, which are the ''inter-block exchange mode'' and the ''intra-block exchange mode'', respectively.
When the quantum control table Step 5: The static diffusion of the scrambled image blocks Pimg1 and Pimg2 is as follows:
. . , 3, 2, 1. J 1 and J 2 are the static diffusion results of Pimg1 and Pimg2 respectively.
Step 6: J 1 and J 2 are spliced to obtain a static diffusion sequence CJ of length M × N :
Step 7: The dynamic chaotic key streams QK 1 and QK 2 are generated using the quantum chaotic key pool QKP1 and the chaotic pointers QSp5 and QSp6, as shown by
Step 8: CJ is dynamically diffused by Qk1 and QK 2 using the manner described by Eq (19) , and the dynamic diffusion sequence D CJ is obtained. (19) where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M × N , ku 3 ∈ N, ku 3 is the control parameter for the dynamic diffusion.
Step 9: The dynamic encryption sequence D CJ is converted into a matrix from top to bottom and left to right to obtain the encrypted image Cimage.
B. DECRYPTION PROCESS
Since the encryption algorithm is a symmetric encryption algorithm, the decryption algorithm is the inverse process of the encryption algorithm.
IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the performance of the proposed algorithm. We choose the standard color plain-image ''sailboat'' and ''pepper'' with the size of 256 × 256 × 3 as the testing subject. The initial keys are:p 1 (0) = 0. 
A. KEY SPACE
The ideal image encryption algorithm should have a key space greater than 2 100 [42] , providing high degree of security against resistant to brute force attacks. space is (10 16 ) 31 = 10 496 > 2 1488 . Therefore, the key space is large enough to resist all types of brute force attacks [43] .
B. KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A secure cryptosystem should be sensitive to the key, a slight change in the encryption key will result in a very different encrypted image, a slight change in the decryption key will not decrypt the image. Taking a 256 × 256 ''pepper'' image as an example, if the small change of 10 −16 is shifted in keys p 1 , x 1 , p 12 and y 1 respectively, the decryption result will be incorrect, as shown in Fig.13(a)-(f) . This shows the high sensitivity of the key to our algorithm.
C. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
As we all know, the image histogram represents the distribution of pixel intensity values in the image, and the histogram can visually display the grayscale distribution. Fig. 14 and 15 show the histograms of the color components of the ''sailboat'' and ''pepper'' images. We can find that histograms of the cipher-images are very uniform. This means that it cannot provide any useful statistics in the cipher-image to trigger any statistical attacks on the algorithm.
In order to quantify and analyze the results of image histogram, we use the variance of the histograms to evaluate the uniformity of the encrypted images. The lower variance indicates the higher homogeneity of the encrypted image. The variance formula of the histogram is as follows [38] .
where z denotes the gray or color level of the histogram value, M and N are the lengths and widths of the image respectively. and {z = (z i = i|i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 256}. In this experiment, consider the sensitivity of the chaotic system to the initial value and parameter, we define a key subset p 1 , p 2 , ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ω 01 , ω 02 , ω 03 , ω 04 . In order to verify the stability of our algorithm for histogram uniformity with different keys, we set four group of key subsets: 
The variances of the encrypted images ''sailboat'' and 'pepper' are obtained by key1, key2, key3, and key4 in equation (21) respectively. It is easy to see in Table 1 that the variances of the encrypted images are much lower than that of the plain-images. As shown in Fig.16 : In order to analyze the stability of the histogram variance of different images encrypted by different keys, we define variance stability rate:
where var is the variance of the image histogram. AVG var is the average of the histogram variances using different keys to encrypt the corresponding image. From Table 2 , we can see that our values of percentage are small. This experiment result indicates the variance of our algorithm is stable. Compared with reference [44] , the average of η var with five different secret keys is 3.97%, suggesting that our algorithm has excellent histogram uniformity and stability. It means that regardless of the difference in the variance of the histograms between different plain-images, this algorithm will hide the statistical properties of the cipher-image histogram. All the variances of the histograms are stable at about 500, so the proposed algorithm can effectively resist statistical attacks.
D. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
A plain-image often exhibits a certain degree of correlation between every two adjacent pixels. An effective encryption scheme can reduce the correlation between adjacent pixels. In order to get the correlation of two adjacent pixels, We have randomly selected 4000 pairs of adjacent pixels from plainimage and calculated the correlation coefficient as follows:
The x and y represent gray-level values of two adjacent pixels, and the correlation distribution is shown in Fig.17 and Fig.18 . The proposed chaotic image segmentation method effectively reduces the correlation of pixels in that it is lower than the value in reference [2] , [36] , [45] . As seen in Table 3 , the correlation coefficients are significantly reduced and approximately zero in the cipher-images. This further proves that our algorithm can effectively resist statistical attacks.
E. INFORMATION ENTROPY
The information entropy is used to evaluate the randomness of an image [46] . Its entropy value can be calculated by the following equation:
N is the number of bits to m i , and p(m i ) is the probability of m i . For an 8-bit image, the ideal entropy of the random image is 8. We calculate the entropy of the RGB components of the encrypted image respectively. As can be seen from Table 4 , our information entropy value is closer to 8 than that in reference [7] , [47] , [48] . It is proved that the proposed algorithm can resist entropy attacks. Table 4 . Information entropy for the encryption.
F. PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO ANALYSIS
In this section, the difference between the plain-image and the cipher-image can be measured by mean square error (MSE). We utilize the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) to test the quality of the attacked cipher-image. It can be described as follows:
where T represents the number of pixels in the image. P(i, j) is the value of the pixels of plain-image; C(i, j) is the pixel value of encrypted image; I max is the maximum pixel value of the encrypted image. In a good encryption the scheme, PSNR should be as low as possible. colors components is lower. The MSE and PSNR values of the encrypted images are shown in Table 5 .
G. DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK
In order to examine whether the proposed encryption algorithm can resist differential attacks. The number of pixels changing rate (NPCR) and the unified average changing intensity (UACI) [26] are two important evaluation factors for differential attacks analysis [36] .
where C 1 (i, j) and C 2 (i, j) are the cipher-images before and after one pixel of the plain-image is changed, the D(i, j) is defined by NPCR and UACI of ''Sailboat'' and ''pepper'' are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 . NPCR is close to the theoretical value of 99.6094% and the UACI is close to the theoretical value of 33.4653% [49] , which means that our scheme can resist differential attacks. Meanwhile, our algorithm is superior to the literature [8] , [9] , [11] , [50] .
H. CROPPING ATTACK
An ideal cryptosystem should against data loss attacks by transmission and storage [51] . To evaluate its robustness of resisting cropping attacks, parts with 64 × 64, 64 × 128, 128 × 128, 128 × 256 are deleted from the cipher-image ''sailboat'' as shown in Fig 19 (a)-(d) . The decryption images are shown in Fig 19 (e) -(h), and they can still be recognized. It proves that our algorithm has the ability to resist data cropping attacks.
I. NOISE ATTACK
A good encryption algorithm should be able to resist noise attacks. Attacks with 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 salt and pepper noise are performed as shown in Fig.20 . It can be seen that the decryption images after adding 0.1 salt and pepper noise are still identifiable. Therefore, our algorithm has good robustness and can efficiently resist noise attacks. 
J. SPEED TEST
Apart from the security considerations, some other aspects of the image cryptosystem algorithm are also important, particularly the running speed for real-time Internet multimedia applications. The computer configuration is 2.5 GHZ CPU, 8 GB of memory and Microsoft Windows 10 operating system. We utilize MATLAB 2014 to simulate the encryption operations. This encryption algorithm generates chaotic key pool by QCNN, which reduces the number of iterations of high-dimensional chaotic map QCNN. Because of the existence of chaotic key pool, there is no need to iterate the chaotic system repeatedly, and the performance of the proposed algorithm will be improved with the increase of the amount of data. Compared with other similar color image encryption schemes [10] , [13] , [52] , [53] in Table 8 , the speed of our algorithm shows some advantages. At the same time, due to the symmetric structure, the time cost of encryption and decryption are the same. Therefore, the proposed algorithm shows that it can communicate in real time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel image segmentation encryption algorithm with a fast chaotic key generation scheme is proposed. In order to destroy pixel correlations, the plain-image is divided into two blocks by a chaotic sequence, and they are scrambled through intra-block and inter-block. Additionally, one group of chaotic sequence is regarded as a key pool, which is calculated by iterating a QCNN before encryption. The key is selected from the pool as an index of segmentation, scrambling and diffusion. This key pool scheme reduces chaotic iteration times, so it improves keys generation efficiency. Experiments and performance analysis indicate that our algorithm has well-security and good performance.
